
Retire their outdated processes

Identify areas of opportunity for an enhanced digital workplace 
within the organization

Gain an understanding of what tools and technologies can be 
used to establish a digital workplace at the city

CHALLENGE
The City of Lethbridge needed a trusted partner to help them 
solve their business roadblocks and understand what was fully 
possible with their current Microsoft 365 investment.

Softlanding recommended a Managed Transformation engage-
ment that would be customized to their IT journey. The Managed 
Transformation engagement would provide the City of Lethbridge 
with a blueprint for adopting a modern digital workplace by maxi-
mizing their investment in Microsoft 365. This would lead to gai-
ning a market advantage and enhanced employee engagement 
and satisfaction.OVERVIEW

The City of Lethbridge, Alberta, transformed their IT landscape by 
establishing a digital workplace strategy.

The city was looking to:
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MANAGED TRANSFORMATION

Working with Softlanding was a great experience for 
our organization. Their collaborative approach that in-
volved not only technical staff within our organization 
but our front line employees and senior management 
as well, ensured that all solutions proposed on our 
roadmap are designed to address a large variety of 
use cases and functional requirements. The end pro-
duct of this engagement, our Modern Transformation 
Roadmap, has positioned our IT department to quickly 
begin the process of rolling out technical solutions to 

our organization.
DARREN HURT, IT OPERATIONS 
MANAGER, CITY OF LETHBRIDGE

Simplify and consolidate their current application catalogue
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The City of Lethbridge saw the following results with their Managed 
Transformation implementation:

RESULTS

The City of Lethbridge was able to enhance the capabilities 
of their IT department by using cloud-focused training, pro-
cess optimization, and role re-focusing.

REDEFINED IT

By maximizing their Office 365 investment, The City of 
Lethbridge was able to enhance productivity, security, and 
organizational well-being.

MAXIMIZE THE VALUE OF THEIR O365 
INVESTMENT

The City of Lethbridge established a plan to modernize their 
workforce by implementing smart tools that work to increase 
performance and advance your business innovation.

BOOST INNOVATION

SOLUTION
Softlanding worked closely with The City of Lethbridge to 
provide 1-on-1 discovery sessions with their various depart-
ments to best understand the organization’s goals, oppor-
tunities, and barriers. Workshops were held to envision how 
technology can enable the operational improvements for the 
City and possible solutions were identified.

A roadmap was built that would deliver actionable insights 
for implementing innovative change. Working with Softlan-
ding’s à la carte menu, the City of Lethbridge was able to 
customize their transformation journey to fit their needs 
and focus on the processes and technologies that directly 
addressed their challenges. A comprehensive roadmap was 
provided which addressed topics such as strategic objec-
tives, short term action items, governance, evolution of roles 
and business impact.

Softlanding’s Managed Transformation helped to transform 
the way that the City of Lethbridge approachs IT, and gave 
them the foundation required to leverage the best from auto-
mated technology and gain an important market advantage 
in the process.

Established in 2000, Softlanding is a leading provider of cloud, pro-
fessional and managed IT services that helps organizations boost 
innovation and drive business value.

We are a multi-award-winning Microsoft Gold Partner with 10 Mi-
crosoft Gold Competencies. We use our experience and expertise 
to ensure our clients have the best technology solutions to solve 
their business challenges and thrive in an ever-changing world. We 
optimize the return on investment of their technology while creating 
a solid foundation for growth strategies, flexibility and scalability.
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